
 
WHAT OUR
PUPILS SAY

Collaboration

Humanity

Independence

Inspiring
 greatness

Add a little bit of body text



 WHAT WE THINK 
OUR SCHOOL DOES

 REALLY WELL

92% of us
think that

our teachers
are

respectful to
us

"Everyone can 
have an opinion
 and everyone is

kind and 
helpful"

85% of us think
that our

teachers treat
us fairly

“The best thing
about our

school is that
the teachers
always help 

us" 

"The best thing is
that the teachers

make learning fun
and it makes me
get less confused

about what we 
are learning"

 

"The best thing is
community and

everyone treats each
other as one big

family"



86% of us are happy to be learning
here

 
“I want there to be an upstairs so

that I can go to sleep and I can stay
at school at bedtime and forever"

 

"I rarely get told off in
lessons”

 WHAT WE
LIKE

MOST

87% of us would
recommend our school

to other pupils

89% of us think we behave
well in lessons



WHERE WE
THINK OUR

SCHOOL
COULD DO

BETTER

 74% of us say we have an
adult we can speak to in
school - we'd like this to

be 100%

Only 12% of us feel that our teachers
can get on with teaching without

having to stop the class because of
behaviour

60% of us find it hard to stay
focused in lessons

"If someone is talking to me it is
hard to concentrate. I can work

most easily if it is quiet"

"It annoys me because I like
lessons but not when the teacher

has to stop because people are
talking"

Only 47% of us feel
confident to assess the
work of another pupil 
"I'm worried I'll mess

something up"



HOW YOUR
SCHOOL 

 PLANS TO USE
YOUR

FEEDBACK

Work with you to find out
more about why some of you
feel that there is not an adult
at school that you can talk to
and identify key adults with

you that you can trust.

 

Try to understand more about
what behaviours you think are

preventing you and your
teachers from getting on with
the learning and how we can
help you to focus if you are

feeling distracted.

 

Teach you how to
understand what success
looks like in each lesson
so that you can assess

your own and your
friend’s work confidently.

 


